
[your name]
[address]

[city state zip]
__________________________________________________________________________

[attorney name] [name of retailer]
[att addr] __________ CEO
[att city state zip] [ret addr]

[ret city state zip]

[date]

RE ____ Letter

Hello [attorney first name],

I’m responding to  your  December 21st letter,  a  copy of  which is  enclosed for  your
reference.

Your  so-called  “trespass  notice”  has  no  force  of  effect  of  law.   [name  of  retailer]
Dinosaurs Vegan Deli  ([name of retailer]) is a private business that is open to the public,
which means it is a public accommodation and  cannot deny me the same free and equal
access enjoyed by other patrons without violating the Americans with Disabilities Act and the
Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992.  [name of retailer] can refuse service but not because I’m a
woman or I’m black or I’m in a wheel chair or because of any medical condition or disability or
because of my religion.

Likewise, [name of retailer] cannot properly accuse me of a crime such as trespass for
something that is not a crime (i.e. refusing to submit to a dangerous medical intervention).  I
know that the police may participate in this wrongful use of the law and cite or arrest me
because of the same ignorance you have demonstrated, but I will then sue you for false arrest
and other violations.  As a patron of [name of retailer],  I am an invitee with a irrevocable
license to enjoy its facilities just like any other patron.  This is not trespass unless there is
evidence of a violation, and refusing to submit to a dangerous medical intervention is not a
trespass violation.

[name of retailer]’s policies are against public policy set forth in the Florida Pandemic
Influenza Benchguide, which by the way, is published at the CDC’s website and it does cite
the actual law (not guidelines or executive orders).  CDC guidelines and [name of retailer]’s
policies however, are clearly not the law.

Please be further advised that I have medical privacy rights as expressed in the Florida
Patient’s  Bill  of  Rights   and  Responsibilities (F.S.  §381.026)  and  that  [name  of  retailer]  is
prohibited by law (F.S. §456.065) from administering or imposing any medical examinations or
interventions, including upon its employees.

If I had a legal duty to “wear a mask”, then I could be cited for violating such a duty.
Obviously there is no such duty.   In fact, [name of retailer]  not only has no legal duty to
impose a medical  intervention upon its patrons (me),  it  is actually violating the law.  It  is
considered assault or battery for my own physician to force a medical intervention upon me
without my informed consent and yet the employees of [name of retailer] are certainly not
licensed physicians,  and are not  my physicians,  or  competent  or  qualified in  any way to
impose medical interventions on anyone.



Only the Florida Circuit Court can impose involuntary medical interventions and only in
very limited situations, such as upon those who may be incompetent  and pose a risk to
themselves or others.  [name of retailer] is not acting upon any court order.

[name of retailer] has no duty of care under the circumstances you describe because, if
it is ever established that there is any health risk to the entire community, there is no duty of
care for any one business (or public accommodation) to protect anyone  because the risk
would then be well-known to the community and not specific to the premises of [name of
retailer].  Please consult with an attorney who is competent in premises liability law.

[name of retailer] may have a duty of care to clean up spills and remove hazards, but
not protect the public from danger as it lacks the obligation and the capacity.

Likewise, there is no court order establishing that I am a direct threat to anyone.  [name
of retailer] is not authorized or obligated to act in the capacity of a public health officer and is
not acting upon any physician’s affidavit or court order that has determined that I have been
diagnosed  with  any  communicable  disease  or  that  I  have  been  exposed  to  any  toxic
substance.

The actions and polices taken by [name of retailer] are based upon pure ignorance of
not only science and medicine but also the law.  Viruses are not contagious pathogens and
the so-called “Covid-19” is not a virus of any kind, it doesn’t exist, unless you call it for what it
is, a business franchise of the World Bank Group.

Furthermore, claiming that [name of retailer] is a “private business and can impose any
policies” is a fallacy; while also legally incorrect, also conflicts with itself.  [name of retailer]
also claims to be subject to CDC guidelines and related penalties for not complying with CDC
guidelines which are not even laws.  How can [name of retailer] implement any policies it
wants, even those that violate the medical privacy rights of patrons, while also claiming to be
subject to penalties from policies of a foreign government agency?  (CDC in case you didn’t
understand)

Is  [name of  retailer]  no longer  subject  to  actual  laws but  now only guidelines of  a
foreign agency and can impose whatever policies it wants without regard to the actual laws of
this state?  I think not.

I also find it very odd that I cannot find one attorney to represent me in this matter but
that it is very easy for [name of retailer] to have representation.  Sounds like this scheme is
rigged all the way.  Just the same, I intend to sue [name of retailer] for violating my rights
unless I receive a written apology and invitation to return within a reasonable time.

[name of retailer] is not exempt from the law, no laws have been enacted that would
permit [name of retailer] to engage in these activities, even if there were a real public health
emergency, and none of its employees are immune from liability.

[your name]

Enclosure


